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Win Bet - Exeter 14:15 - Smarty Wild @ 11/8  
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Footie Flutters 
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Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


A Night Of Goals In The Champions League  

Tottenham’s season seems to be unraveling but a crisis will become a drama if they 
are knocked out of the Champions League tonight. They have a 3-0 lead over 
Borussia Dortmund heading into the second leg of the last 16 tie in Germany. It 
would be unthinkable if Borussia managed a turnaround but they have never come 
back from three-nil down in Europe. The stadium will be rocking if the hosts score 
early. 


The home team have scored in 26 of their last 27 outings but that they have 
conceded in all but two of their last 12 matches. If Tottenham score an away goal 
Borussia need five to progress and they have conceded 13 times in six fixtures. The 
Bundesliga leaders will go for broke in the first half and that should create space for 
Kane so the bet is BOTH TEAMS TO SCORE at 1/2 with Ladbrokes. 


Real Madrid have qualified for the quarter-finals of the Champions League for the 
last eight years. Things are going badly wrong in domestic football but with a 2-1 
lead from the away leg Madrid should progress again at the expense of Ajax in the 
Spanish capital tonight. History is on the side of the home team because Ajax have 
won just two of their last 15 meetings with Spanish sides and lost all seven against 
Real.


Madrid have played three matches at home since the first leg in Amsterdam and 
suffered three defeats. They are too far off the pace in La Liga and Barcelona got rid 
of them in the Spanish Cup. Ajax are above average scorers in the Eredivisie and 
Champions League and can score tonight. An early goal for the visitors would put a 
cat among the pigeons and nicely set up OVER 3.5 GOALS at Evens with Coral. 


The highest grade and most lucrative race today is the Class 3 novices’ limited 
handicap chase over three miles and a bit and Exeter (4.15). Spring Wolf is a 
progressive horse but unproven over the distance while Garrane’s best form is 
earlier in his career. THE OGLE GOGLE MAN goes well on the projected soft going 
and the distance won’t be an issue so is the selection at 5/1 with Ladbrokes.   


Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


Cheltenham is really close now and we have already given 2 of our fancies. 
GETAWAY TRUMP - This horse is entered multiple times and will be hoping the 
ground will be soft. He ran his last prep race at Kelso. Reports are that he didn’t get 
the pace he needed to show his best. He looks at his best coming off a break neck 
gallop and that’s what he will surely get at Cheltenham. 
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HAZEL HILL won for us in good style he’s from a trainer who has has a horse placed 
in the fox hunter and he believes this might be the best horse he has trained.


In the CHAMPION CHASE FOOTPAD 10/1 looks the sort of horse I would want to be 
with. He’s improved every year and now at 7 he looks a strong bet at least each way 
with super short ALTIOR in the field. I can see this horse improving again for the 
festival and 10/1 represents great value for a horse proven here and won’t mind if it’s 
soft or good to soft.


Today’s Free Tips 

Exeter 5-15 Handicap Chase (Class 4) 19f - ZEN MASTER 15/2 widely available has 
the scores on the doors to win this race. He’s at full match fitness and the handlers 
are confident today is the day. 


Wolverhampton 6-30 Handicap (Class 6) 12f - CHANTRESSE 16/1 has been running 
pretty well of late and will like this track according to connections. The horse is a 
huge price but I think should be in the frame - solid each way chance I think it wise 
to cover an each way double for the chance of landing a huge one.


CLICK HERE - Discover Unity Racing Investments! 

A Profit From Backing Horses - By High Roller Racing


A profit is what we are all looking for on our horse racing bets and by the way there 
are more opportunities nowadays than ever before for punters to take a profit from 
their betting.


A small profit is better than a huge loss in my opinion and it’s our ability to win in the 
long run that determines whether we should be betting or not. If you are not making 
an annual profit from your betting then you should consider stopping... it’s purely my 
opinion and I am sorry if you don’t like my opinion.


Profit making bets which are favourites of mine are:-


1. WIN bets where your horse has to win to make a profit.


2. PLACE ONLY where you select a horse to finish placed and if the horse does get 
placed then you profit.


3. EACH WAY bets where you back a horse to win but by doubling the win stake you 
get a return if your horse is placed. You need five horses in a race to back each way 
where places are first and second. In races of eight to fifteen runners you can back 
each way for three places. In sixteen runner handicaps there are four places for each 
way punters. Those are the general rules but some bookmakers offer five places or 
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better place terms to try and get you to bet with them... they want your business... 
unless you are winning.


4. EACH WAY EXTRA BETTING... some bookmakers now offer each way bets up to 
six places but they reducs the odds to do so. Example on Saturday was Aguerooo 
at Chelmsford who was around 10/1 to win the race but Bet365 went 7/1 one fifth of 
the odds for SIX places and Aguerooo finished sixth so making a small profit for his 
followers but normally an each way bet would be lost but this Each Way Extra is 
something I have been playing a lot... by the way there were only eleven runner in 
the Agueroo’s race... a good bet.


5. MATCH BETS are where you back one horse against another in the race... the rest 
of the runners don’t matter only yours and the one for the bookie... whichever one 
finishes in front of the other is the winner. When I first started betting the bookies 
would not even lay you a price on a two horse race and if they did take a bet in a 
match it was only settled at starting price.


Those my readers are my favourite bets which I continually look for. 


Why not try my service High Roller Racing a proven service with a HIGH STRIKE 
RATE! Not a service that gives a 10/1 winner followed by nine losers. I get a lot of 
horses that are heavily gambled so you need to take my tips early and take the 
prices at best odds guaranteed before the price goes. 


We have a maximum of one selection per day unlike other services who sometimes 
pick ten or more selections. When my selections win then I ask you to be fair with 
me and pay Betfan a small fee of £10. It would be great to see everyone who took 
the tip actually paid. So I hope you noted our winners this last week...


BAY OF NAPLES - WON 5/4 
ARTHURS SECRET - WON 4/1 
ORCHARDSTOWN CROSS - WON 7/4 
STATIONMASTER - WON 5/4 

Those four winners were from seven selections so a good strike rate of just over 
57%.


CLICK HERE AND REGISTER FOR FREE! 
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